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Chapterr  3 
Modall  Theorem Proving: 

Translationss into First Order  Logic 

NotNot knowing is like not seeing. 
-Old-Old Spanish proverb 

3.11 Introductio n 

Forr many years, the main logic used in automated theorem proving has been clas-
sicall  logic. However, as we have seen in Chapter 1, for some applications other 
logicss may be more suitable, be it because they express more naturally the con-
ceptss at hand, or because the full expressive power of classical logic is not needed, 
orr not sufficient. Sometimes, then, we want to work with other logics; we have 
inn that case the choice of developing tools which are specific to the logic, usu-
allyally from scratch, or take advantage of the wealth of tools available for classical 
FOL,, if a suitable translation from our logic exists. Broadly speaking, there are 
threee general strategies for modal theorem proving: (1) develop purpose-built cal-
culii  and tools [PS98, *SA]; (2) translate modal problems into automata-theoretic 
problems,, and use automata-theoretic methods to obtain answers [PSV02]; and 
(3)) translate modal problems into first order problems, and use general first order 
toolss [MSP]. The advantage of indirect methods such as (2) and (3) is that they 
alloww us to re-use well-developed and well-supported tools instead of having to 
developp new ones from scratch. 

Inn this chapter we focus on the third option: translation-based theorem prov-
ingg for modal logic, where modal formulas and reasoning problems are translated 
intoo first order formulas and into reasoning problems to be fed to first order the-
oremm provers. Since most of the state of the art first order theorem provers are 
basedd on resolution, one aspect we will pay particular attention to is the inter-
actionn between the translated formulas and the mechanics of resolution-based 
theoremm proving. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: first, we will 
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introducee the basics of resolution-based theorem proving; then, we will recall 
thee relational translation from modal logic to FOL[vB83], and we'll show how 
wee run into trouble if we want to perform resolution on the resulting formulas. 
Thenn we will discuss an alternative strategy for improving the effectiveness of FO 
proverss on (translated) modal input:the functional translation [ONdRGOO], which 
hass been integrated with the SPASS first order theorem prover, resulting in the 
MSPASSS theorem prover [MSP]. Finally, we will introduce an improvement on 
thee relational translation: the layered translation [AGHdROO], and show its effects 
onn resolution-based theorem proving. 

3.22 Resolution Theorem Proving in a Nutshell 
Resolutionn theorem proving was invented by Robinson [Rob65]; the basic idea 
behindd it is to derive new formulas from a set of given ones, by applying certain 
inferenceinference rules, in the hope of arriving at a contradiction. We refer to [BG01] for a 
detailedd exposition. When no more formulas can be inferred, and a contradiction 
hass not been derived, the conclusion is that the formula is satisfiable; we have then 
arrivedd at a saturation. When implementing a resolution-based theorem prover, 
aa key problem that has to be solved is finding a good strategy for choosing, at 
eachh step, which formulas to process and which inference rules to use in order to 
minimizee the search space. 

Thee resolution rule. The resolution principle for prepositional logic is stated 
ass follows: 

AA V B ^AVC 
BvC BvC 

Thee rationale for the resolution rule is that for both A V B and ->A V C to be 
truee in the same model, either B will have to be true (when A is false) or C will 
havee to be true (when A is true). Since A will be either true or false, we can infer 
BwCBwC (the resolvent of A V B and ->A V C) from these premises. This extends 
too first order logic in the following way: 

AA V C ^B\/D 
(C(C V D)a 

wheree a is the mgu of the atomic formulas A and B, and factoring: 

CvAvB CvAvB 
(CC V A)a 

wheree a is the most general unifier (mgu) of the atomic formulas A and B. For-
mulass are assumed to be in clause form. That is, a conjunction of clauses, which 
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aree defined as quantifier-free disjunctions of literals. A literal is an expression 
AA (positive literal) or ->A (negative literal), where A is an atomic formula, or 
atom.atom. An atom is an expression P(h,...,tn), where P is a predicate symbol of 
arityy n and t\,... ,tn are terms. All variables are implicitly universally quanti-
fied;fied; any variables originally existentially quantified are replaced by skolem terms; 
thatt is, terms of the form / ( x i , . .. ,xn), where ƒ does not otherwise appear in 
thee formula and x\,...,xn are universally quantified at the position where the 
existentiall  quantifier appears. The search for a contradiction consists of system-
aticallyy applying the inference rules until either a contradiction is found or no 
furtherr rules can be applied. Resolution with factoring is refutationally complete 
forr first order logic without equality; that is, a contradiction can be inferred from 
anyy unsatisfiable set of clauses [BG01]. 

Reasoningg wit h equality. Improving the behavior of resolution-based meth-
odss with respect to the equality predicate has naturally received a lot of attention, 
givenn the relevance of reasoning with equality in mathematics, logic and computer 
science.. In principle, a set of formulas can be expanded with a series of axioms 
aboutt equality to ensure the properties of equality are respected (monotonicity, 
symmetry,, transitivity, reflexivity), but this usually results in the generation of 
excessivee numbers of unnecesary clauses. Robinson and Wos [RW69] discovered 
anotherr way of dealing with equality: treating it as part of the logical language, 
andd developing dedicated inference rules for first order logic with equality. An 
examplee of this is the paramodulation rule: 

wheree D \p is the subterm of D at position p, and D[t] p denotes the result of 
replacingg in D this subterm by p. The addition of paramodulation to resolution 
andd factoring has been proved refutation complete, under the presence of the 
reflexivityy axiom x ~ x [Bra75]. 

Givenn that all the rules presented generate new clauses, therefore extending 
thee search space, a very important aspect of resolution theorem proving is do-
ingg an efficient search. Also, some of the generated clauses will be redundant, 
andd some will make preexisting clauses redundant. Accordingly, for most refuta-
tionall  provers, a substantial part of the program is devoted to guiding the proof 
effortt and discarding redundant clauses to prune the search space. While the 
worst-casee complexity is not affected, the average case performance gains can be 
dramaticc [BG01, VorOl]. 
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3.33 Translations from Modal Logic to First Or-
derr  Logic 

Afterr our quick reminder of basic facts on first order resolution, we turn to map-
pingg modal logic into FO formulas, keeping in mind that our goal is to use a first 
orderr prover to determine their satisfiability status. 

3.3.11 The Relational Translation 

Ourr first step will be to define suitable first order languages that we can translate 
to.. Let Index be an index set. Consider the language MC as presented in 
Definitionn 1.4.3, with REL = {R}, and the multi-modal language MMC, with 
RELL = {Ra | a G Index}. The vocabulary of the first order language TO\ has 
unaryy relation symbols P corresponding to the proposition letters in PROP, and 
aa single binary relation symbol R. Instead of a single binary relation symbol R, 
thee vocabulary of the first order language TÖ2 has binary relation symbols Ra, 
forr every a € Index. 

Modelss for MC and MMC can also be viewed as models for the corresponding 
firstfirst order languages Tö\ and Fö2, respectively. To interpret the unary relation 
symbols,, we simply look up the values of the corresponding proposition letters in 
thee valuation. 

3.3.1.. DEFINITION. [Relational Translation] The relational translation ST{<p) of 
uni-modall  formulas (f> into first order formulas of Tö\, is defined as follows. Let 
xx be an individual variable. 

STSTxx(p)(p) = P(x) (3.1) 

STSTxx(-*t>)(-*t>)  = -^STx(<j>) 

STSTXX(4>ATP)(4>ATP) = STx{<f*)ASTx{i>) 

STSTxx(0<f>)(0<f>)  = 3y(RxyASTy(<t>)).  (3.2) 

Inn (3.1), P is the unary relation symbol corresponding to the proposition letter 
p;; in (3.2), the variable y is fresh. Observe how (3.2) reflects the truth definition 
forr the modal operator O. The translation ST is easily extended to a translation 
takingg multi-modal formulas into FÖ2, by using the relation symbol Ra instead 
off  just R in the translation of the modal operator (a). 

Forr example, the modal formula ü(p -> Op) translates into the first order formula 
Vyy (Rxy -  (Py -¥ 3z (Ryz A Pz))). 

Onee can show that a modal formula is satisfiable if and only if its relational 
translationn is [vB83]. This effectively embeds the modal languages considered here 
intoo first order languages, and, thus, opens the way to solving modal problems by 
firstfirst order means. The resulting first order fragments can be described as follows. 
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3.3.2.. DEFINITION. [Modal Fragment] Let x be an individual variable. The 
modalmodal fragment MF of Tö\ is built up from unary atoms Px, using negation, 
conjunction,, and guarded quantifications of the form 3y(Rxy A a[x (-  y\) and 
VyVy (Rxy ~¥ a[x  y\), where y is fresh, and a[x *-¥ y] is the result of replacing 
alll  free occurrences of x in a by y, and a(x) 6 MF only has x free. Observe that 
thee relational translation maps modal formulas into MF. The modal fragment of 
TÖ2TÖ2 is defined analogously. 

Wee have seen a method to verify (un)satisfiability of formulas in FOL, and a way 
off  translating modal formulas into FOL: we will now see how the two interact. 

3.3.3.. EXAMPLE. Consider the formula D(p -¥ Op) again; it is clearly satisfiable. 
Provingg this in first order logic amounts to showing that the translation of the 
formula,, Vy(Rxy —> (Py —> 3z(Ryz A Pz))) is satisfiable, or equivalently, that 
thee following set of clauses is satisfiable. 

1.. {-.H(c,y), -P(y), R(yJ(y))} 

2.. {^R(c,z), -iP(z), P(f(z))}. 

Thee clauses have two resolvents (fn is ƒ applied n times): 

3.. H f e c ) , ^P(c), -P( / (c) ), P(f2(c))} 

4.. {-.*(c , ƒ(*)), R(f(z)J2(z)), ^R(c,z), --P(*)} . 

Clausess 2 and 4 resolve to produce 

5.. {^R(c,/2(2)), W a( z ) , ƒ»(*)), -*(*,ƒ(*)) , -* (c ,* ) , -PCs)}. 
Clausess 2 and 5 resolve again to produce an analogue of 5 with even higher 
term-complexity,, etc. None of the clauses is redundant and can be deleted; in 
thee limit our input set has infinitely many resolvents. This shows that standard 
resolutionn does not necessarily terminate for relational translations of satisfiable 
modall  formulas. 

Whatt went wrong in Example 3.3.3? First, to obtain the resolvent in step 3, 
aa positive and negative binary literal were resolved; note that these literals (or 
rather:: the modal operators from which they derive) live at different modal depths 
inn the original modal formula ü(p -*  Op). This resolution step is useless: the 
negativee ^-literal derives from the D-operator which occurs at modal depth 0, 
andd the positive i?-literal comes from the O-operator which occurs at modal 
depthh 1. Unless we explicitly stipulate so (by means of axioms), different modal 
depthss are completely independent and should not resolve. A similar comment 
cann be made about the resolvent obtained in step 4, where a positive and negative 
unaryy literal corresponding to the two occurrences of the proposition letter p were 
resolvedd upon. 

AA number of solutions have been proposed for this problem: we'll review 
herehere the functional translation [ONdRGOO] and the layered relational transla-
tionn [AGHdROO]. 
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3.3.22 The Functional Translation 

Thee functional translation is based on an alternative semantics of modal logic. 
Thee fundamental idea is to represent each binary relation as a set of (partial 
orr total) functions. It appeared simultaneously and independently in a number 
off  publications: see [Ohl88, LFdC88, Her89, Zam89, AE92]. We give a short 
introductionn of the translation as presented in [ONdRGOO] 

3.3.4.. PROPOSITION. For any binary relation R on a non-empty set W there is 
aa set AFR of accessibility functions, that is, a set of partial functions 7 : W —> W, 
suchsuch that 

Vz,, y (R(x, y) <=ï  (37 e AFR 7(x) = y))). 

Too avoid quantification over function symbols, a list notation is introduced, in 
whichh any term ^(x) is written as [xj]. , ] denotes the functional application 
operationn which is defined to be a mapping from a domain W to the set of 
alll  partial functions over W. So complex terms of the form 7m(-  (72(71(2)))) 
becomee terms of the form [[[[£7i]72]  -]7m]- Of course, when the accessibility 
relationn R is not serial, it cannot be properly represented by any set of total 
functions.. As the target logic for the translation demands total functions ([2:7] is 
aa first order term and will always have an interpretation), a special element _L is 
adjoinedd to the domain W of the model at hand. Now, every function 7 will map 
thee elements which have no successor under R to the special element X, and a 
speciall  'dead end' predicate, deRl is introduced, defined as follows: 

3.3.5.. DEFINITION. The dead-end predicate, representing the absence of succes-
sors,, is defined as 

Vx{deVx{deRR{x){x) «=>> V 7(7 e AFR -> [37] = X)). 

3.3.6.. THEOREM. Let Rbea binary relation on a set W, and let W1- =
Then,Then, the following defines R in terms of a set AFR of total functions 7 : W1- —
WW : : 

Vz,, y{W (R(x, y) <F=Ï  (^deR{x) A 3 7 (7 e AFR A [xj]  = y)))), 

wherewhere deR is defined in 3.3.5 

3.3.7.. DEFINITION. A functional frame is a 4-tuple T — {W, de, AF, , , where 
WW is a non-empty set, de is a subset of W, AF is a set of total functions 7 : W —
W,W, and , ] : W x AF -* W the functional application operation. 
AA  functional model is a pair J = (ƒ", P), where T is a functional frame, and P is 
aa valuation. The new truth definition for the diamond operator is 

S,, w \= O A iff w <£ de and 3j{AF (J, [wy] \= A)), 

andd dually for the box operator. 
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3.3.8.. DEFINITION. Following [Sch97], we choose as our target a many-sorted 
logicc with a sort hierarchy and set declarations for function symbols [Wal94]. In 
thiss logic, a sort symbol can be viewed as a unary predicate and it denotes a 
subsett of the domain. For the functional translation we introduce the sorts W 
andd AF. The variables x, y,z,..., are assumed to be of the sort W\ the functional 
variabless are denoted by Ai, A2,..., and are of sort AF. The sort of the operator 
[-,, ] is W x AF -*  W. The functional translation FT(t,A) is defined as follows: 

P(t) P(t) 
->FT(t,A) ->FT(t,A) 
FT{t,FT{t, A) V FT(t, B) 
FT(t,A)AFT{t,B) FT(t,A)AFT{t,B) 

ƒƒ 37(AF(FT([*y],A))) if R is serial, 
ii  -ide{t) A3y(AF(FT(t-y,A))), otherwise 

ƒƒ V7 (AF(FT([ti\, A))) if Ris serial, 
ii  ->de(*) -+V-y(AF(FT{tj,A))), otherwise 

Whilee the functional translation results in great improvements for theorem prov-
ingg over the relational translation, as seen for example in Figure 4.5(b), we believe 
wee can improve the performance for theorem proving without departing so much 
fromm the inspiration behind the relational translation. 

Wee will boost the performance of resolution procedures on the relational trans-
lationn of modal formulas by making literals living at different modal depths syn-
tacticallyy different. The mathematical justification for these ideas is provided 
byy a strong form of the tree model property, as we will explain in the following 
section. . 

3.3.33 The Tree Model Property 

Too increase the performance of general first order theorem provers on 'modal 
input',, we will feed them with information about its modal character. More 
precisely,, we will aim to encode by syntactic means the fact that basic modal 
logicc enjoys a very strong form of the tree model property. In recent years, the 
latterr has been identified as one of the semantic key features explaining the good 
logicall  and computational behavior of many modal logics; see [GraOl, Var97] for 
twoo very accessible presentations. 

First,, by a tree T we mean a relational structure (T, 5) where T, the set of 
nodes,, contains a unique r eT (called the root) such that Vt € T(S*rt); every 
elementt of T distinct from r has a unique 5-predecessor; and S+ is acyclic; that 
is,, Vt(->S+tt). (Here, S+ and 5*  denote the transitive and reflexive, transitive 
closuree of 5, respectively.) 

FT(t,p)FT(t,p) = 
FT(t,-*A)FT(t,-*A) = 

FT{t,A\/B)FT{t,A\/B) = 

FT{t,AAB)FT{t,AAB) = 

FT{t,OA)FT{t,OA) = 

FT{t,UA)FT{t,UA) = 
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AA  tree model (for the uni-modal language MC) is a model M = {W, R, V), 
wheree (W, R) is a tree. A tree-like model for the multi-modal language M.M.C is a 
modell  (W, {Ra \ a € Index}, V) such that (W, \Ja Ra) is a tree. A logic L has the 
treetree model property if every L-satisfiable formula is satisfiable at the root of a tree 
orr tree-like model for L. Observe that the tree model property is incomparable 
too the finite model property; there are modal logics where the former fails but 
thee latter holds, and vice versa. For example, the logic %(@) has the finite model 
propertyy but not the tree model property, and the fixed point logic with chop 
(FLC)) has the tree model property but not the finite model property [LS02]. 

3.3.9.. PROPOSITION. [BdRVOlJ 

1.1. The basic uni-modal logic of the language /AC has the tree model property. 

2.2. The basic multi-modal logic of the language M.M.C has the tree model prop-
erty. erty. 

Manyy modal logics, including K and K(m), enjoy stronger versions of the tree 
modell  property, where the degree of the tree model can be bounded by the size 
off  the formula [BdRVOl]. But K and K(m) enjoy an even stronger version of 
thee tree model property. The key notion here is that of layering, both w.r.t. 
treee models and w.r.t. formulas. Tree (or tree-like) models come with a lay-
eringg induced by the depth of the nodes. Likewise, the parse tree of a modal 
formulaa induces a natural formula layering, where new layers begin immedi-
atelyy below nodes labeled by modal operators. For instance, in D(p —  Op), 
thee  occurs in layer 0, while the O occurs in layer 1, with its argument in 
layerr 2. Next, the modal depth, mdepth(0), of a uni-modal or multi-modal 
formulaa 0 is defined as follows. Proposition letters p have mdepth(p) = 0; 
mdepth(-'V)) = mdepth(^); mdepth(V'Ax) = max(mdepth(V>),mdepth(x)), while 
mdepth(O )̂) = mdepth((a)V>) = 1 + mdepth(V0-

3.3.10.. PROPOSITION. Let (f> be a modal formula, and M be a tree (or tree-like) 
modelmodel with root w such that M.,w f= <f>. 

LetLet ip be a subformula of <j>  which occurs in formula layer I and which has 
modalmodal depth k. To determine the truth value ofip we only need to consider nodes 
atat tree depth i, where I <i  < k + l. 

Inn words: there is a direct correlation between formula layers and layers in a 
treee (or tree-like) model; as a consequence, literals occurring at different formula 
layerss should not resolve and need not be combined. 

3.3.44 The Layered Translation 

Fromm Uni-Modal to First Order . The key idea behind our improved trans-
lationn of modal formulas into first order formulas is to label unary and binary 
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relationss according to the number of modal operators nested within a modal for-
mula.. For instance, the formula p is translated into PQX, while the formula Op 
becomess 3y (RixyAPiy). The index 1 of the relation symbols Ri and Pi measures 
thee modal depth of the modal formula. 

Too motivate the translation of uni-modal M.L formulas into an intermedi-
atee multi-modal language, consider the following examples, where we use new 
operatorss and new proposition letters each time we change modal depth: 

OOpp H*  <>xOiP% 

D(pp -  Op) i-> D i (pi -> 02 p 2 ). 

Iff  we then apply the relational translation (Definition 3.3.1) to the intermedi-
atee multi-modal representations, we obtain 3y {R\xy A 3z [R^yz A P<iz)) and 
Vyy (R\xy -+ {P\y —  3z (R^yz A P2Z))), respectively. Observe that the prob-
lematicc derivation from the relational translation of ö(p -» Op) in Example 3.3.3 
iss no longer possible with the new first order translation. 

Too make things precise, we need an intermediate multi-modal language M.M.Cy 

whosee collection of modal operators is {0< | i > 0} . 

3.3.11.. DEFINITION. Let <f>  be a uni-modal formula. Let n be a natural number. 
Thee translation Tr(4>, n) of <j>  into the intermediate modal language MMC is 
definedd as follows: 

Tr(p,n)Tr(p,n) :=  pn 

Tr(^ip,n)Tr(^ip,n) :=  -.2V(>,n) 

Tr{tpATr{tpAXX,n),n) := TVty.n) A Tr{X,n) 

Tr{Oil),n)Tr{Oil),n) := On+17V(</>,n + 1). 

Ourr next aim is to show that the intermediate translation Tr preserves satisfia-
bility . . 

3.3.12.. PROPOSITION. Let 4> be a uni-modal formula. If <j>  is satisfiable, then so 
isis its intermediate multi-modal translation Tr((f>,0). 

Proof.Proof. By Proposition 3.3.9 we may assume that <f>  is satisfiable at the root w of 
aa tree model JA — (W, R, V). Since M, is a tree model, for every state v € W 
theree exists a unique path of .R-steps from the root w to v\ let d(w, v) denote the 
lengthh of this path. 

Wee define a model J\f = (W, {Rn+i \ n > 0} , V ) for the intermediate multi-
modall  language M.M.C, by taking its universe to be W, the universe of M.. Its 
relationss are defined by stipulating that Rn+i(u,v) holds iff d(w,u) = n and 
R(u,R(u, v) both hold. We complete the definition of J\f by defining the valuation V: 
forr every proposition letter p and every state v € W such that d(w, v) = n, we 
putt v € V'(Tr(p,n)) iff v € V(p). 
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Wee leave it to the reader to show that for every uni-modal formula <£, every 
statee u and every n such that d(w, v) v) = n, we have M, v |= <f>  iff JV, v (= Tr(4>, n). 
Promm this the lemma follows. H 

3.3.13.. PROPOSITION. Let <f>be a uni-modal formula. If its intermediate multi-
modalmodal translation Tr(4>, 0) is satisfiable, then so is <j>. 

Proof.Proof. Let Tr(<j>,  0) be satisfied at some state w in some model M for the in-
termediatee multi-modal language M.M.C. As before we may assume that M. is 
aa tree-like model with root w. We define a uni-modal model M which differs 
fromm M in that it has only one relation (R) and in its valuation. The relation 
RR consists of all pairs (u, v) such that (u, v) € Rn+i and d(w, u) = n, where 
d(w,u)d(w,u) is the length of the path from w to u (in M). The valuation V' of our 
modell  M is defined as follows: for every proposition letter p, for every v such 
thatt d(w, v) = n, we put v € V(j>) iff v G V(7V(p, n)), where V is .M's valuation. 
Onee can then show that if d(w1 v) = n, then M,v (= 7V(0,n) iff jV, v (= 0. This 
impliess the lemma. H 

3.3.14.. DEFINITION. The layered relational translation is the composition of Tr 
andd ST. 

3.3.15.. THEOREM. Let (j>  be a uni-modal formula. Then <f>  is satisfiable iff its 
layeredlayered relational translation ST(Tr((f>,0)) is. 

Wee contend that the layered translation greatly improves the performance of 
resolutionn procedures for the satisfiability problem of translated modal formulas. 

3.44 Comparing the approaches: Experimental 
results s 

Wee will now see how the different translations compare, in terms of the efficiency 
forr resolution theorem proving. We will compare the layered translation approach 
withh both the relational translation and the functional translation, using the test 
setss reviewed in Chapter 2. We do the comparisons separately to better appreciate 
thee differences: the formulas that result from the relational translation take so 
longg to solve that showing results for the three translations together would not 
permitt a correct appreciation of the difference between formulas created with 
thee layered and functional translations. Before going into the test results, we 
commentt on the problem sets and theorem provers used in our experiments. 

Thee Problem Sets To evaluate our tree-based heuristics, we have run a 
seriess of tests on a number of problem sets. To compare the relational and layered 
translations,, we used the Heuerding and Schwendimann test set and the modal 
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QBFF test set; provers take too long with the relational translation of Modal CNF 
formulas.. For the comparison between the functional and layered translation, we 
foundd that easy modal CNF runs were feasible, so we used the modal CNF for 
thatt test. 
Thee Theorem Provers. The comparisons between the layered and relational 
translationss were performed on a Sun ULTRA II (300MHz) with 1Gb RAM, 
underr Solaris 5.2.5, with SPASS version 1.0.3 and MSPASS version V 1.0.0t.l.3. 
SPASSS [SPA] is an automated theorem prover for full sorted first order logic 
withh equality that extends superposition by sorts and a splitting rule for case 
analysis;; it has been in development at the Max-Planck-Institut fur Informatik 
forr a number of years. MSPASS [MSP] is an enhancement of SPASS (Version 
l.O.Ot)) with a translator of modal formulae, formulae of description logics, and 
formulaee of the relational calculus into sorted first order logic with equality. For 
thee comparison between the layered and functional translations, a Pentium IV 
PCC with 256MB RAM running RedHat Linux 7.3 was used. 

SPASSS was invoked with the auto mode switched on; no sort constraints were 
built,, and both optimized and strong Skolemization were disabled. 

Layeredd vs Relational: Heuerding and Schwendimann. Table 3.1 dis-
playss the maximum number of problems of the Heuerding and Schwendimann 
testt set solved in less than 100 seconds each, the standard timeout for this test, 
byy the layered and relational translations. We see that he layered translation 
outperformedd the relational translation, being able to solve harder instances in 
almostt all categories. Interestingly, categories kjphjp and k.ph-n are known to be 
propositionallypropositionally hard; in these categories, the effect of layering is not expected to 
bee very noticeable, and indeed these are the only categories in which the layered 
translationn does not improve upon the relational translation (apart from kJinjp, 
whichh is too easy for both). 

Translation n 

relational l 
layered d 

branch h 
PP « 
33 3 
88 8 

d4 4 
PP n 
33 1 
111 7 

dum m 
PP n 
33 1 
211 21 

grz z 
PP n 
55 0 
211 21 

lin n 
PP n 
211 4 
211 5 

path h 
PP n 
44 2 
77 4 

ph h 
PP n 
55 5 
55 5 

poly y 
PP n 
55 4 
133 14 

t4p p 
PP n 
00 0 
133 6 

Tablee 3.1: Comparison using the Heuerding and Schwendimann test set. 

Layeredd vs Relational: Modal QBF. To explore the behavior of our heuris-
ticss in a larger portion of the landscape of the K-satisfiability problem, we gen-
eratedd sets of 10 random modal QBF problems for different sets of parameters. 
Tablee 3.2 compares the average time in CPU seconds and number of clauses gen-
eratedd for the two translations: layered and relational. "C/V/D" in the first 
columnn denotes the number of clauses, the number of variables, and the depth 
usedd in the generation. Columns labeled by "M" show the orders of magnitude 
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C/V/D D 

5/2/1 1 
10/2/1 1 
15/2/1 1 
5/2/2 2 

10/2/2 2 
15/2/2 2 
5/2/3 3 

10/2/3 3 
15/2/3 3 
5/2/4 4 

10/2/4 4 
15/2/4 4 
5/2/5 5 

10/2/5 5 
lb/2/5 lb/2/5 
5/3/1 1 

10/3/1 1 
15/3/1 1 
5/3/2 2 

10/3/2 2 
lb/3/2 lb/3/2 
5/3/3 3 

10/3/3 3 
15/3/3 3 

Average e Timee M 
Layeredd Relational 
0.53469 9 
0.41734 4 
0.10859 9 
0.66141 1 
0.78297 7 
0.75656 6 
36.048 8 
58.996 6 
94.192 2 
20.362 2 
33.084 4 
35.068 8 
1136.1 1 

2896 6 
3758.2 2 
7.1862 2 
9.752 2 

14.066 6 
7.0931 1 
8.3192 2 
9.3902 2 
1445.2 2 
4045.1 1 
4865.4 4 

9.62222 1 
3.99099 1 

0.131722 0 
450.444 3 
370.099 3 
147.388 2 

N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 

2094.44 1 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 

2047.99 2 
2324.22 2 
1506.88 2 

N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 

Averagee Clauses M 
Layered d 

726 6 
546 6 

10 0 
437 7 
500 0 
473 3 

10714 4 
15395 5 
20786 6 
3121 1 
4971 1 
5358 8 

48546 6 
91767 7 

106870 0 
4372 2 
5390 0 
6687 7 
1804 4 
2221 1 
2687 7 

52153 3 
107800 0 
119150 0 

Relational l 
56955 1 
23677 1 

100 0 
270299 2 
223066 2 
113688 1 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 

457988 0 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 

1059600 1 
1081100 1 
726055 1 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 
N/AA N/A 

Tablee 3.2: Comparison using the Modal QBF test set. 

off  the difference between the preceding two columns, i.e., round(—1 *log(N/N')). 
Wee used a time out of 3 hours on a shared machine; N/A indicates that a value 
iss not available due to a time out. 

Ass can easily be seen from Table 3.2, our improved translation method out-
performedd the relational translation in every case, both in computing time (CPU 
time)) and number of clauses generated; this is not only an average behavior but 
itt was observed in each instance. For some configurations the drop in computing 
timee is as much as three orders of magnitude. The average number of clauses 
generatedd was nearly always smaller by at least one order of magnitude. 

Inn Figure 3.1 we display a sample from our experimental results: 64 instances 
off  the 10/3/1 configuration. The top curve indicates the CPU time needed by the 
relationall  translation, and the bottom one the CPU time needed by the layered 
translation.. Note that the relational translation can be very sensitive to certain 
hardd problems, which results in significant differences between easy and hard 
instances;; the layered method responds in a much more controlled way to hard 
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Figuree 3.1: Relational vs Layered: Time elapsed. 

(a)) (b) (c) 
Figuree 3.2: Easy-hard-easy. 

problems.. Interestingly, the curves follow each other, even at many orders of 
magnitudee of difference. This shows that our heuristics do not change the nature 
off  the problem: they simply make it much easier for the resolution prover. 

Thee latter phenomenon can also be observed more globally. The plots in 
Figuree 3.2 were obtained with V = D = 2, while C ranged from 2 to 40. Fig-
uress 3.2 (a) and (b) show the number of clauses generated and the CPU time 
needed,, respectively, for the relational and layered method, while 3.2 (c) plots 
thee proportion of satisfiable instances as C increases. The curves for the rela-
tionall  and layered methods are very similar, with the layered method lacking 
thee sharp lows and highs that seem to be characteristic for the relational method. 
Bothh display a clear easy-hard-easy behavior, but the layered translation improves 
performancee by several orders of magnitude. Note that the biggest improvements 
aree achieved in the satisfiable region, i.e., for C < 26. 

Oncee we were confident that the layered method consistently displayed a good 
behaviorr and a significant improvement over the relational translation, we ran the 
standardizedd tests provided by TANCS (64 instances randomly generated with 
thee 20-clauses/2-variables/2-depth parameters); see Figure 3.3 for the outcomes. 

Finally,, to obtain the results in Figure 3.4 we generated 64 instances of prob-
lemss for 2 and 3 variables with depths ranging from 1 to 6, again with a time out 
off  3 hours. The figure shows the average values we obtained. We ran the same 
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Figuree 3.3: Standard TANCS test 20/2/2. 

testss with the relational instead of the layered translation, but even for mod-
eratee depths the computing time and number of clauses exceeded the available 
resources. . 

-—-— - C15tima, V=3 

Figuree 3.4: The Staircase Effect 

Layeredd vs Functional: Modal CNF. We performed a comparison of the 
layeredd and functional translations using the Random Modal CNF test set. We 
generatedd a set for C = 3, D = 1, N = 3, L = 1 — 60, and the results are shown 
inn Figure 3.5. Figure 3.5 (a) shows the satisfiable/unsatisfiable proportion as a 
functionn of L/N. Which was of course identical for both translations, since we 
feedd them the same formulas and there were no timeouts. Figure 3.5 (b) shows 
thee mean CPU time used by each prover on the formulas, also as a function of 
L/N L/N 

Onee thing which is apparent from this figure is that for both translations the 
peakk difficulty does not correspond to the point of maximum uncertainty with 
respectt to satisfiability; this could be a characteristic of resolution-based modal 
theoremm proving, since it does not happen with other provers [PSS03]. 
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Figuree 3.5: Layered - Functional translations comparison. 

3.55 Conclusion 

Wee have reviewed different ways of translating modal formulas into first order 
logic,, and seen how the translation method affects the performance of first order 
theoremm provers when checking the satisfiability of those formulas. 
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Layeredd vs Relational. Layering proved to be very useful: a simple improve-
mentt to the relational translation means that a modal formula will take orders of 
magnitudee less effort to check for satisfiability. 

Layeredd vs Functional. The functional translation enjoys a wider applicabil-
ityy than that of the layered translation; since it does not depend on the strong 
versionn of the tree model property we are using, it can be applied to modal logics 
thatt do not have it, such as S4. The price to pay in this case is the replacement 
off  relation symbols with functions: the translated formulas are not in the modal 
fragmentt any more. 

Otherr  layering inspired techniques. Other variations on the tree model 
propertyy and layering have been explored. In [PSV02], a very competitive automata-
basedd method of checking modal satisfiability is presented, which is based on the 
automatonn accepting all tree models of the formula. In [BGdR03], the tree model 
propertyy is used to encode modal satisfiability problems into constraint satisfac-
tionn problems, and an algorithm to solve them is proposed; initial experiments 
showw the approach to be promising. 


